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Thursday, January 5, 2017

2:11 PM

What are the big challenges that need physics?
$10 paperback from Amazon
Table of Contents
Terrorism
- dirty bombs - rogue nukes - gasoline in airplanes
Energy
- why we love oil - energy alternatives - the end of oil
Nukes
- Radioactivity and death - Radioactive decay - Nuclear weapons
- Nuclear power - Nuclear waste - Controlled fusion
Space
- Space and satellites - Humans in space - Spying with invisible light
Global warming
- Brief history of climate - The greenhouse effect - A very likely cause

- Evidence - Solutions based on energy efficiency
New technologies
- Renewable energy

Physics
Quantum Mechanics
Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal physics

Challenges
Photovoltaics
Lighting efficiency
Temperature of the planet
Heating and cooling energy efficiency
Renewable energy
Transportation efficiency

First homework
Two videos, 12 minutes in total

How quantum mechanics explains global warming

Sustainable Energy Without the Hot Air

Class website
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Class website

Hydroelectric capacity
Example: How much hydroelectric power can Oregon expect from the
Columbia River

McNary Dam, 56 m drop

Bonneville Dam, 60 m drop

John Day Dam, 56 m drop
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The Dalles Dam, 61 m drop
Total drop
56 m + 60 m + 56 m + 61 m = 233 m
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Order of magnitude estimates
– a mix of physics insight, approximations, arithmetic.
Giving a us a quantitative sense of what to expect.

Small group activity
Estimate the average energy per day that could be generated by the rain that lands
on the roof of a typical Corvallis house. Assume that you can capture the
gravitational potential energy of the water as it drops from gutter height to ground
level.
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Analysis for England ("Sustainable Energy: Without the Hot Air" free pdf):
Consumption, 195 kWh/day per person
Practical plan for production: 180 kWh/day per person

Next time: How do we estimate energy usage for cars?
More physical reasoning skills
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